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Controlled initial–value ray tracing

- initial–value ray tracing (Červený, Klimeš & Pšenč́ık, 1988) =>

ray history integer function (model blocks, interfaces, caustics, termination)

- continuity and smoothness of the travel time, its derivatives, spatial coor-
dinates of rays, and many other quantities is guaranteed only between the
rays of constant ray history

- controlled initial–value ray tracing (Bulant, 1999)
Domain of ray take–off parameters is covered by rays in order to identify
regions of the same ray history. The emphasis is put on proper identification
of the boundaries between the regions, and on keeping the demarcation
belts as narrow as possible. The regions of the same ray history are then
sampled by homogeneous triangles, which should not be too different from
equilateral.



Coverage of the ray domain by homogeneous triangles
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Applications of the controlled initial–value ray tracing

- boundary–value (two–point) ray tracing

- preprocessor for interpolation within ray tubes

- asymptotic summation of Gaussian beams or Gaussian packets



Applications of the controlled initial–value ray tracing
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- boundary–value (two–point) ray tracing

- interpolation within ray tubes



Interpolation within ray tubes - decomposition of the ray tube
into ray cells
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Interpolation within ray tubes - numerical realization

Models for ray tracing:

- package MODEL

- general 3-D layered and block isotropic or anisotropic structures, contain-
ing isolated bodies, pinchouts, etc.

- structural interfaces composed of one or several smooth surfaces defined
implicitly as the zero isosurfaces of given functions

- elastic parameters discontinuous only along structural interfaces, inside
the layers and blocks elastic parameters vary smoothly in all three dimen-
sions



Interpolation within ray tubes - numerical realization

Step 1 – controlled initial–value ray tracing:

- package CRT, program crt.for

- P and S waves in general 3-D layered and block isotropic structures

- P-wave ray tracing in anisotropic structures without interfaces

- common S-wave rays in anisotropic structures without interfaces

The quantities calculated along rays are stored in the output files with given
time step, and the quantities at structural interfaces and at the end surface
are stored as well. Also the file with the indices of the rays corresponding
to the vertices of homogeneous triangles (i.e. ray tubes) is stored. The
quantities stored in the points along rays include coordinates, ray history,
travel time and its derivatives, ray propagator matrix, and amplitudes of
the Green function.



Interpolation within ray tubes - numerical realization

Step 2 – interpolation within ray tubes:

- package CRT, program mtt.for

- quantities may be interpolated to the gridpoints of arbitrary regular rect-
angular 3-D grid of points, or to the individual points specified in an input
file

- interpolated quantities written in the form of multivalued grids



Interpolation within ray tubes - interpolated quantities

- number of arrivals at each point

- real and imaginary travel times of all determined arrivals

- ray history

- slowness vector

- second derivatives of travel time with respect to the coordinates of the point

- components of the 4× 4 ray propagator matrix in ray–centred coordinates

- sum of squares of Gaussian beam widths (for Gaussian beam migrations)

- real or imaginary part of the vectorial amplitude of the Green function,
norm of the vectorial amplitude of the Green function, and amplitude mod-
ified for use in the Kirchoff integral

- coordinates of the initial point of the ray corresponding to the arrival (suit-
able mostly for linear or planar sources)

- derivatives of travel time with respect to the coordinates of the source (i.e.
the vector opposite to the slowness vector in the source)

- user–defined quantities



Further processing of the interpolated quantities

- program grdborn.for to calculate the Born approximation of the wavefield
at specified receivers

- program mgrd.for to convert a multivalued grid into several singlevalued
grids

- program mttgrd.for to convert a multivalued grid into several singlevalued
grids sorted according to the ray history

- program grdcal.for to perform vectorial calculations with singlevalued
gridded data enables to perform all the basic operations like addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, division, exponentiation, logarithms, goniometric
functions, and many other operations

- program grdnorm.for to calculate the spatial density of the Lebesgue norm
of gridded data, mostly used for calculation of maximum or average value
of the gridded data

- program grdps.for to display gridded data in PostScript

- program grdmigr.for to perform common-source Kirchhoff migration us-
ing gridded travel times and amplitudes



Numerical examples - package DATA (1/4)

len/leni-mtt.h

3-D model, 2-D target grid,

calculation of travel times,

pictures of travel times sorted according to their value

hes/hes-mtt.h

2-D model, 2-D target grid,

calculation of travel times,

pictures of rays together with the numbers of arrivals, pictures of travel
times sorted according to their value or according to the ray history

mar/mar-crt.h

2-D model, 2-D target grid,

calculation of numbers of arrivals and the widths of Gaussian beams



Numerical examples - package DATA (2/4)

mar/mar-mcrt.h

2-D model, 2-D target grid,

calculation of numbers of arrivals, travel times, and amplitudes for Kirch-
hoff migration (sorting according to amplitudes)

optional pictures of rays together with the numbers of arrivals, and of travel
times sorted according to their value

mar/mgb-opt1.h

2-D model, 2-D target grid,

calculation of travel times as an input for calculation of optimum initial
parameters of Gaussian beams

mar/mgp-mig1.h

2-D model, 2-D target grid,

calculation of travel times and amplitudes for Gaussian packet migration



Numerical examples - package DATA (3/4)

p1i/p1-mtt.h

2-D model, 2-D target grid,

calculation of slowness vectors, travel times and ray amplitudes,

pictures of rays together with velocity, model block indices, and numbers
of arrivals

born/m2d-mtt.h

2-D model, 2-D target grid,

calculation of slowness vectors, travel times and amplitudes for Born ap-
proximation

vgr/vgr-q2.h

1-D constant velocity gradient model, 2-D target grid,

calculation of geometrical spreading from gridded slowness vectors

wb/wb2-loc.h

3-D model, 3-D target grid,

calculation of travel times for kinematic hypocentre determination



Numerical examples - package DATA (4/4)

98/98-mtt.h

3-D model, 2-D target grid,

calculation of travel times,

pictures of travel times sorted according to their value or according to the
ray history



Numerical examples - history file mar-mcrt.h

P-wave slowness in the smooth 2-D model Marmousi



Numerical examples - history file mar-mcrt.h

P-wave slowness and calculated rays



Numerical examples - history file mar-mcrt.h

Numbers of arrivals



Numerical examples - history file mar-mcrt.h

First arrival travel times



Second and third arrival travel times



Numerical examples

720 rays



Numerical examples

360 rays



Numerical examples

72 rays



Numerical examples

36 rays



Numerical examples

18 rays



Numerical examples

Ray history: caustics



Numerical examples

Ray history: caustics + reason of termination



Numerical examples

Ray history: caustics + reason of termination + model boundaries

213 rays



Numerical examples

First arrivals - 213 rays



Numerical examples

First arrivals - 720 rays



Second and third arrivals - 213 rays



Second and third arrivals - 720 rays



Future plans

Application of the single–frequency approximation of the coupling ray the-
ory, which is recently used in program green.for for calculation of the
Green function, is planned within the program mtt.for, which would make
interpolation within ray tubes possible also for S waves in smooth weakly
anisotropic structures.

Tracing of the anisotropic P-wave and anisotropic common S-wave rays in
models with structural interfaces is also planned.
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(see “http://sw3d.cz”).


